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World Government Draft Constitution

World Government Council, WGC
7 members including Dimi Sengos, Sam Micheal, [to be added]
creative and advisory board for the World Government, WG
simple majority vote resolutions: 4/7, chairman mediated, chair decided by simple majority WGC

World Government Flag
satellite composite of Earth - flat view - no clouds - Antarctica included

World Government basic form/outline:

executive branch headed by World President - elected by Earth's population, one vote per family, no 
permanent address required, validation required, GPS location of head-of-household and validated 
photo required, nominations require 100 validated head-of-household signatures required, votes every 
5 years, example - 2025, no term number limit, can be impeached/removed by senate - simple majority - 
any replacement serves only the remainder/balance

legislative branch comprised by a single senator from each recognized sovereign nation on Earth, 
contrived 'nations' are summarily dismissed, each nation decides by internal procedures: how they 
select, term limits if any, and representation/autonomy of their senator, can only be removed by 
represented nation

judicial branch and World Police force to be defined later by the WGC and World Government Senate, 
WGS, military force by this branch can only be used to quell nation(s) aggressing on others, minimal 
quelling force constitutionally required, nuclear option allowed if no other alternative available, 
accountable to both executive and legislative branches
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Basic Human/Sentient Rights

1. fair and equal access for every human on the planet - premium free health care - no fees - no 
ID/registration required (will require construction of many hospitals - populated by the best 
professionals available)

2. interest-based free education in the national language - no fees - no costs (room and food are the 
student's responsibility; textbooks and supplies - the university) - up to PhD level

3. fair and equal access to food, water, sanitation, and electricity

4. free from subjugation, slavery, exploitation, wrongful incarceration, and harassment by any other 
individual/organization

5. freedom to live and work/study in ANY nation, local currency is only needed for non-essentials, the 
new system will be about accruing work-units - regardless of occupation - teacher, parent, caregiver, 
doctor, lawyer, janitor, counselor, advisor, WGC member - ALL receive the SAME rate of 'pay' - one 
work-unit per hour for one hour of work, egalitarian equal access work for all 16+ humans on Earth, in 
this work-unit currency based system - standard 'bank loans' will be available based on work history and 
item desired (house, car, phone, ..)

Financing the World Government and WG Initiatives/Resolutions/Mandates

Preferably, teams of PhDs will petition - the World Bank, philanthropic organizations such as the Gates' 
Foundation, wealthy organizations such as the United States Federal Government - initially - to finance 
early World Government initiatives. Once actual measurable progress is made, permanent financial 
relationships may be established between the WG and appropriate donors. Manipulation or influence is 
expressly and explicitly prohibited by donors.

The purpose of the World Government should be clear from above - essentially, fair and equal access to 
certain basic resources NOT feeding the millions of starving children on Earth - that can be handled by 
other philanthropic organizations. World democracy, representation, and authenticity not achieved by 
the current or past incarnations of the United Nations. And finally, a World Police force capable of 
quelling ANY aggression whether nuclear or conventional.

We are WAY past due for this absolutely required organization - for the preservation of our species AND 
preservation of our global ecology. This form of teamwork, this quantum transformation, is the ONLY 
solution to our global human problem.

Salvatore Gerard Micheal / samiam, 2020/MAR/26


